
 
 

                PRESS RELEASE 

The Shearline officially launches its first denim collection worldwide.  
The Spanish newborn fashion company, aiming to be the first denim-focused brand from Barcelona, 
went online on Monday with their brand new web and a first collection featuring a multi-colored 
shearling denim jacket fully designed and produced using a local and sustainable approach.  
 
Barcelona – February 19, 2018 .  
The Shearline is a fashion company from Barcelona specialized in high quality, long lasting denim               
garments for men and women. Original denim is the most durable fabric of all time and a wardrobe                  
favorite. It can be used to create timeless clothes that you can keep forever. A high quality product,                  
which is the result of local textile expertise and sustainable production. 
 
The company’s first collection features an oversized denim jacket with a colored faux shearling lining               
in its interior body, available for men and women. Five color versions (salmon, aquamarine, pastel               
yellow, pastel pink, red), plus four limited editions (named  The Unicorn ,  The Fusion of Life ,  The                
Cosmic Ray &  The Lady G ) for women. Four color versions (boa, yellow/corn, aquifer & red) for men.                  
All of them are available in two sizes. The trucker is made with a mid-weight 10oz version of classic                   
100% cotton denim fabric. The soft touch of its stretchy cotton-made Sherpa makes this shearling               
colored denim jacket extremely absorbent, comfortable and breathable. 
 
“This first collection is dedicated to the shearling denim jacket, one of my all-time favorites,” said                
Alexandra Gonzalez Delgado - The Shearline’s creative mind and Co-Founder, “it is a classic garment               
that we reinvented thanks to its colored shearling and oversized style. We are very proud of the final                  
result, and we think people will appreciate its quality and versatility.” 
  
The Shearline wants to combine design innovations with the return to sustainable denim production,              
offering their customer’s fashionable, high-quality denim products created to last. A healthy production             
empowered by the globally recognized expertise of local Spanish artisans. 
“We believe that the local textile and denim tradition is a key element for the production of garments                  
people will love. We want to create good denim and make it available for every person on the planet                   
through online channels. We are creating a new old-way for people to enjoy quality clothes”, said                
Matteo Bortolin, Co-Founder and Director of Operations at The Shearline.  
 
The Shearline debuts into the denim world with a multi-colored collection. “We want to create special                
garments, clothes that you’ll fall in love with and identify with” explains Alexandra González. “In a                
world of globalized fashion, there are more and more people looking to differentiate themselves.              
People also consider what goes into the products they buy. The pace of fashion is becoming                
unsustainable. The sector is being affected because the consumer is saturated” says Matteo Bortolin.              
The Shearline aims to create their collections in small capsule formats, creating small stocks that offer                
exclusivity. 
 
Download the media kit from  this link . 
 
About The Shearline:  
The Shearline is a Spanish company founded by Matteo Bortolin and Alexandra Gonzalez Delgado.              
The operations started in September 2017, once the first collection was fully designed. The Shearline               
is entirely owned by the founders and is self-funded. It aims to be sustainable from its very first                  
collection. The team is already working on a new collection for Fall/Winter 2018. 
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paolo@theshearline.com  
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